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1.  He took his rival Henri Guichard to court, claiming that the latter had tried to kill him by putting arsenic in his snuff, but his victory was reversed on appeal.  The king supported him in spite of his homosexuality, which became a public scandal, even after his collaborator, Phillipe Quinault, was accused of slandering the kings mistress in his Isis.  FTP, identify this French composer, who wrote music for a number of Molieres comedies before turning to sacred music, who was conducting his Te Deum in 1687 when his practice of striking his foot with a pointed cane to mark the beat led to him getting gangrene and dying of blood poisoning.
	Answer: Jean-Baptiste Lully

2.  Because of the main event of the play, Dunyashas hopes of marrying Yasha are crushed, and she is forced to marry the poor clerk Yephodov; Varya has to become a housekeeper; but Fiers is unaffected, and ends the play worrying that his master did not wear a fur coat to the station.  After Madame Ranevskayas son Grischa drowned, she had to go to Paris to forget about it, and she returns home five years later to discover that her whole estate would have to be sold at auction to repay her debts.  FTP, identify this drama, which premiered in 1904, in which Lopahkin decides to buy the estate and destroy the titular object, written by Anton Chekhov.
	Answer: The Cherry Orchard   

3.  After he converted to Roman Catholicism in 1937, he would only teach at Catholic schools, and for 31 years was a member of the English department at St. Michaels College of the University of Toronto.  He cofounded the journal Explorations in 1953, and his lesser known books include Understanding Media, The Mechanical Bride, and War and Peace in the Global Village.  FTP, identify this author of The Gutenberg Galaxy, a commentator on communcations technology who may be best remembered for his pronouncement that the medium is the message.
	Answer: Herbert Marshall McLuhan

4.  The son of Barbara Blomberg and the Emperor, he was raised in Spain under the name Geronimo.  After capturing Namur, he almost destroyed the enemy army at Gemblours, but he became ill at died at Bouges in 1578.  FTP, name this half-brother of Philip II, who led a campaign against the rebellious Moriscoes and served as governor general of the Netherlands, but who is best remembered for commanding a fleet which won a battle between the gulfs of Korinthos and Patrai on October 7, 1571, at Lepanto.
	Answer: Don John of Austria

5.  After World War I, in which both of his sons were killed, he refused an offer to become ambassador to the United States.  He worked on the theory of indicators, proposed the "fast path" reaction between hydrogen and chlorine, and formulated the concept of solution pressure, but is best known for his work in thermodynamics.  FTP, identify this German chemist, whose heat theorem, which states that perfect crystals have the same entropy at absolute zero, is the third law of thermodynamics.
	Answer: Walther Nernst

6.  His residential constructions include the Tugendhat House of Brno, the Farnsworth House in Plano, Illinois, and the Promontory Apartments.  He became Professor of Architecture at the Armour Institute of Technology in 1938, five years after he finished serving in Dessau and Berlin as director of the Bauhaus.  FTP, identify this architect, who made his name with the German Pavilion at the Barcelona Exposition, better known for Berlins National Gallery and New Yorks Seagram Building.
	Answer: Ludwig Mies van der Rohe

7.  In this case, Justices Robert Grier and John Catron violated judicial ethics by telling the President what the Court intended to do, though there is no evidence of a conspiracy to determine the outcome.  The dissents of John McLean and Benjamin Curtis referred to the Congressional powers outlined in article four, section three of the Constitution.  FTP, identify this decision, in which every justice issued a seperate opinion, the first case in 54 years in which the Court found an act of Congress unconstitutional, when it was ruled that the Missouri Compromise violated fifth amendment property rights.
	Answer: Dred Scott v. Sanford 

8.  The epistle of this name, which is included with the Apostolic Fathers, claims that most of the commandments of the Old Testament were only intended allegorically and states that an evil angel told the Jews to take circumcision literally.  Tertullian thought that he wrote the Letter to the Hebrews, and he was allegedly martyred in Cyprus, where he went after the Council of Jerusalem.  FTP, identify this Levite, who is also known as Joseph and whose better known name means son of encouragement, a cousin of John Mark who was a friend of Paul until they split over the scope of the churchs mission.
	Answer: Barnabas

9.  At the age of 18, she suffered a coma after an accident at the amusement park at which she was working as a troll.  She spent three months in the Israeli army in 1972, and got her entertainment break when she played Drusilla the Wonder Girl, Wonder Woman's younger sister, in the 70's TV show.  FTP, name this actress, who provided part of the voice for E.T., the former wife of Timothy Hutton whose best known film was An Officer and a Gentleman.
	Answer: Debra Winger

10.  The first ones were not created until eighteen years after the idea was conceived, when two scientists at the University of Michigan, Emmet Leith and Juris Upatnieks, made them.  The scientist who thought of them was trying to improve electron microscopes, but was unable to produce them in 1947 because of interference effects.  FTP, identify this concept introduced by Dennis Gabor, which required laser light to create three-dimensional images.
	Answer: holography or holographs(accept alternatives)

11.  After he was accused of plagiarism in connection with his 1866 edition of Wheaton's Elements of International Law, his appointment as ambassador to Great Britain was revoked by the Senate.  His spirit broken, he went to Europe, and his Speeches in Stirring Times was published long after his death in 1882.  FTP, identify this author, who left Harvard in 1834 because of eye problems, and who worked on the Pacific coast curing hides before returning to Boston and writing his masterpiece, Two Years Before the Mast.
	Answer: Richard Henry Dana

12.  Lakes in this country include Ilopango, Olomega, and Coatepeque.  The Bay of Jiquilisco lies in the south, to the west of the Gulf of Fonseca, which is shared by two other nations.  FTP, identify this Central American country, which is bisected by the Lempa river, whose cities include San Miguel and Santa Ana, and which is bordered by Honduras and Guatemala.
	Answer: El Salvador

13.  He recognized the connection between cretinism and goiter, showed that silicosis was a danger for miners, and was a pioneer in the use of mercury to treat syphilis.  Although he argued that madness was a disease and not caused by demons, he is better known for more outlandish views, and attempted to show how human life could be artificially created through the fermentation of semen.  FTP, identify this city physician of Basel, whose real name was Theophrastus Bombastus von Hohenheim, who tried to use alchemy to solve medical problems.
	Answer: Paracelsus

14.  He included Liber Quartus, a lament for his friend Richard West, in his translation of Locke's Essay Concerning Human Understanding into Latin as a poem.  Author of a tragedy, Agrippina, he sent his most famous work to his friend, Horace Walpole, in 1750.  FTP, identify this author of the Ode to Adversity, Hymn to Ignorance, and Ode on the Death of a Favorite Cat, an English poet who published little but who is famous for his Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard.
	Answer: Thomas Gray

15.  In 1576, he began work on the Azuchi castle on the shore of Lake Biwa, but it was demolished after his death.  After he destroyed the Enryakuji, the most well-armed of the monasteries, he fought other Buddhist groups, and spent ten years laying siege to the Ishiyama-honganji monastery of the Pure Land sect.  FTP, identify this man, who was killed by Akechi Mitsuhide in 1582, a provincial lord who seized Koto in 1568 and set up Yoshiaki as a puppet shogun, making himself a virtual dictator of Japan.
	Answer: Oda Nobunaga

16.  When hes not sitting alone atop Mount Kailasa, he may be seen riding his white bull Nandi.  The love god Kama was reborn as Rukmini by permission of this god after he had burnt him to cinders, in retaliation for having been hit by an arrow of love and roused from his meditation.  FTP, identify this Hindu god, who wears a tiger skin and has a snake around his neck, who has  four arms, four faces, and three eyes, whose consort is Parvati, and who is known as the destroyer.
	Answer: Shiva

17.  After the son of Monsieur Othon dies, Father Paneloux (pan-uh-loo) becomes confused as to Gods wishes.  Grand, a minor clerk, prevents Cottard from hanging himself, and later recovers to work on his manuscript, although Tarrou, a political agitator, dies in the protagonists house.  FTP, identify this novel, the story of the doctor Bernard Rieux (ree-uh), which is set in Oran and considered the best work of Albert Camus.
	Answer: The Plague or La Peste

18.  The two suborders of this classification are Chalastogastra, whose larvae are caterpillars which feed on leaves, and Clistogastra, whose larvae are either embryonic or legless vermiforms.  They possess ovipositors, their mouths have biting jaws, with a tongue for lapping or sucking, and they have two pairs of stiff membranous wings.  FTP, identify this order of insects, which include ichneumon flies, ants, bees and wasps.
	Answer: Hymenoptera

19.  He argued for religious tolerance in his Colloquium Heptaplomeres, which presented a conversation between a Jew, a Catholic, a Muslim, a Lutheran, a Zwinglian, a Theist, and an Epicurean.  While he accepted religious differences, he believed in witchcraft, and attacked it in his Demonomania of the Sorcerers, which was published in 1580.  FTP, identify this man, who visited England as secretary to the Duke of Alencon when he tried to marry Queen Elizabeth, best known as a political philosopher who argued for a limited monarchy in his Six Books of the Republic.
	Answer: Jean Bodin

20.  He argued that the poor were denied fair legal representation in Our Penal Machinery and Its Victims.  He served as chief justice of the Superior Court of Cook County until 1891, and his career in public office ended five years later when John Tanners election prevented him from winning a second term.  FTP, identify this first Democratic governor of his state, who was vilified for opposing Clevelands use of troops in the Pullman strike, and for his pardoning of three anarchists convicted in the Haymarket Square incident.
	Answer: John Peter Altgeld

21.  It is set in Gascony and the Apennines near the end of the sixteenth century.  After Madame Cheron marries Montoni, she decides that the Chevalier de Valancourt is not good enough for her ward, Emily de St. Aubert.  FTP, identify this 1794 work, in which Emily is taken away to the title castle, but escapes Montoni's clutches after her aunt's death, a Gothic novel by Ann Radcliffe.
	Answer: The Mysteries of Udolpho


1.  Identify these pieces of legislation from the 1950's, for the stated number of points.
1.  5 points: It became law on Feburary 26, 1951, but did not apply to President Truman, although it did state that anyone who had served more than 2 years of a term to which someone else had been elected could only be elected once.
	Answer: the Twenty-Second Amendment
2.  10 points: This legislation of 1957 was the first of its kind since 1875.  It established a six-person commission and allowed proceedings in Federal courts, without a jury, in response to tampering with the vote.
	Answer: the Civil Rights Act of 1957
3.  15 points: It was proposed in 1953 by its namesake Senator from Ohio, but was strongly opposed by John Foster Dulles, and the Amendment eventually fell one vote short of a two-thirds majority.  It would have changed the Constitution by limiting the range of international treaties to which the U.S. could be a signatory.
	Answer: the Bricker Amendment

2.  Identify these parts of a flower FTP each.
1.  This is the part of a flower which lies outside the carpels and stamens, consisting of two distinct whorls in dicotyledons and two similar whorls in monocotyledons.
	Answer: the perianth
2.  This is the term for the part of the flower which includes the petals, forming the inner whorl of the perianth.
	Answer: the corolla
3.  This is the term for the sepals of the flower, which forms the outer whorl of the perianth.
	Answer: the calyx

3.  Identify these ancient Greek poets FTP each.
1.  This native of Syracuse is best known for his idylls, in which he created the genre of pastoral poetry.
	Answer: Theocritus
2.  His works include the Aitia, an elegy in four books in which the author explains the origins of obscure names, the Ibis, a polemic against Apollonius of Rhodes, and the Pinakes, a 120 book catalog of works housed in the Library of Alexandria.
	Answer: Callimachus
3.  He wrote Eros the Runaway Slave and a short epic entitled Europa, but he is best known for the elegy which is probably incorrectly attributed to him, the Lament for Bion.
	Answer: Moschus

4.  Answer these questions about a psychoanalyst FTP each.
1.  This German humanist psychologist is the author of Man for Himself, The Crisis of Psychoanalysis, and The Anatomy of Human Destructiveness.
	Answer: Erich Fromm
2.  Man for Himself was the sequel to this 1941 work, in which Fromm argued that human individuality evolved during the Renaissance.
	Answer: Escape from Freedom
3.  In this 1956 book, Fromm argued against materialism and for deeper social commitment.
	Answer: The Art of Loving

5.  Answer these questions about the reign of Tsar Nicholas II for the stated number of points.
1.  5 points: On this day in January, 1905, Father Gapon led a group of workers to the Winter Palace, 70 of whom were killed after the army opened fire.
	Answer: Bloody Sunday (or January 22)
2.  10 points: He became prime minister in June, 1906, and managed to institute some agricultural reforms before being assassinated at Kiev in 1911.
	Answer: Peter Stolypin
3.  15 points: After the First Duma was dissolved, the Cadet leaders issued this declaration, urging their countrymen to not pay taxes, but its revolutionary exhortations went largely unnoticed.
	Answer: the Viborg Manifesto

6.  Identify these mathematicians for the stated number of points.
1.  5 points: This German showed that there is more than one kind of infinity when he demonstrated that the infinity of real numbers is bigger than that of counting numbers.
	Answer: Georg Cantor
2.  10 points: This Greek's Conics includes descriptions of the parabola, hyperbola and ellipse.
	Answer: Apollonius of Perga
3.  15 points: In 1837, this Frenchman showed that an angle cannot be trisected using a compass and straightedge.
	Answer: Pierre Wantzel

7.  Identify these eighteenth century artists from works on a 10-5 basis.
1.  10 points: The Apotheosis of Spain and The Marriage of Barbarossa
5 points: This prolific Italian artist may be best known for Biblical works like The Sacrifice of Isaac.
	Answer: Giambattista Tiepolo
2.  10 points: The Charterhouse and The Cottage Door
5 points: Blue Boy
	Answer: Thomas Gainsborough
3.  10 points: Rinaldo and Armida and The Rising of the Sun
5 points: The best known work of this Rococo painter is The Toilet of Venus.
	Answer: Francois Boucher (boo-shay)

8.  1965 was a great year for film.  If you don't believe it, contemplate these winners of Academy Awards in that year.  You'll get 10 points for each right answer.
1.  It's hard to believe that he only received one Best Actor Oscar, but this actor's lone award came for Cat Ballou.
	Answer: Lee Marvin
2.  This writer won awards for best adapted screenplay in 1965, when he was recognized for his work on Doctor Zhivago, and again the next year, for the Best Picture winner.
	Answer: Robert Bolt
3.  Another multiple winner is this deserving actress, who won the Best Supporting Actress Oscar for A Patch of Blue.
	Answer: Shelley Winters

9.  Identify these medieval thinkers FTP each.
1.  This is the name given to the unknown author of mystical works from the fifth century.  They were assigned great authority by the church because it was assumed that were written by a man who heard Paul preach, but it was eventually realized that these Neoplatonic works were clearly not written by a follower of Paul.
	Answer: Dionysius the Pseudo-Areopagite
2.  He translated Dionysius the Areopagite into Latin at the request of Charles the Bald.  His On Predestination was condemned for its assertion that people could play a role in their own salvation, while his On the Divisions of Nature adapted Neoplatonic ideas to Christianity.
	Answer: John Scotus Erigena
3.  He was forced to leave the monastery of Saint-Denis after he argued that it would have been impossible for Dionysius the Areopagite to have founded it.  Considered the founder of the University of Paris, his Sic et Non showed that authorities could be cited in support of either of contradictory positions.
	Answer: Peter Abelard

10.  Identify these island groups FTP each.
1.  The northermost large island of this group is Andros, while others include Milos, Paros, and Naxos.
	Answer: the Cyclades
2.  This group includes Zakinthos, Kefallinia, and Corfu.
	Answer: the Ionian Islands
3.  Islands of this group include Ikaria, Patmos and Cos.
	Answer: the Dodecanese

11.  Answer these questions about an American author FTP each.
1.  Her works include Her Land, His Religion and Hers, and The Man-Made World.
	Answer: Charlotte Perkins Gilman
2.  This short story first appeared in 1892, and depicts the emotional breakdown of a young woman who is forced to take a "rest cure" after giving birth.
	Answer: The Yellow Wallpaper
3.  Gilman was best known in her lifetime for this 1898 book, in which she argued that women could only become free if they became financially independent.
	Answer: Women and Economics

12.  Identify these scientists who speculated on the age of the earth FTP each.
1.  In the fifth volume of his encyclopedia, this French naturalist argued that the earth had been created 80,000 years ago when a comet hit the sun.
	Answer: George de Buffon
2.  In his 1785 Theory of the Earth, this Scottish geologist proposed a uniformitarian account of an extremely old earth.
	Answer: James Hutton
3.  This Swiss naturalist explained the fossil record by arguing that the earth underwent periodic catastrophes which killed all life, the most recent of which took place 6,000 years ago.
	Answer: Charles Bonnet
  
13.  Answer these questions about a Norse goddess FTP each.
1.  Also known as Mardoll and Syr, she rode around on a chariot pulled by cats or on a boar with gold bristles.  After Loki stole her necklace, Brisingamen, Heimdall recovered it.
	Answer: Freya
2.  Both Freya and Frey were the children of this sea god.
	Answer: Njord
3.  While Odin took half of the warriors killed in battle to go to Valhalla, Freya got to take half of them to this, her hall.
	Answer: Folkvangar

14.  Answer these questions about a controversial book FTP each.
1.  Published in New York in 1857, it claimed to statistically demonstrate that slavery had impoverished many Southern whites.  It was officially endorsed by Republicans in the House, but was banned in the South.
	Answer: The Impending Crisis of the South: How to Meet It
2.  Name the author of The Impending Crisis of the South.
	Answer: Hinton Rowan Helper
3.  In 1859, this Ohioan was unable to become Speaker of the House because he had endorsed Helper's book.
	Answer: John Sherman

15.  Identify these novels by John Barth FTP each.
1.  The protagonist of this novel, Billy Bockfuss, was found inside the West Campus Automatic Computer when he was a baby.
	Answer: Giles Goat-Boy, or The Revised New Syllabus
2.  Despite its epistolary title, this 1979 work is actually a novel.
	Answer: Letters
3.  This picaresque parody is based on a satirical poem which was published in 1708 by Ebenezer Cooke, who is the novel's protagonist.
	Answer: The Sot-Weed Factor

16.  Identify these works by Sergei Rachmaninoff FTP each.
1.  After the failure of his First Symphony, Rachmaninoff visited a hypnotist named Dr. Dahl, who treated him of his depression by telling him over and over again that he would produce a great work.  The result was this popular work in C minor, dedicated to Dahl, which premiered in 1901.
	Answer: the Piano Concerto Number 2 or Piano Concerto in C minor
2.  After Rachmaninoff resigned as conductor of Moscows Grand Theater, he moved to Dresden, where he was inspired by a painting by Arnold Bocklin to write this tone poem.
	Answer: The Isle of the Dead
3.  In addition to the Preludes and the Moments Musicaux, Rachmaninoff wrote fifteen of these pieces for piano, his Opus 33 and 39.
	Answer: Etudes Tableaux

17.  Identify these pitchers who won a lot of games in the first half of the twentieth century, for the stated number of points.
1.  5 points: This Washington Senator had his best season statistically in 1913, going 36-7.
	Answer: Walter Johnson
2.  10 points: This New York pitcher had two of the highest win totals ever in the first decade of the century, with 33 in 1904 and 37 in 1908.
	Answer: Christy Mathewson
3.  15 points: You may know that Jack Chesbro set a record with his 41 wins in 1904, but this Chicago pitcher won 40 games four years later, the second-best mark of the century.
	Answer: Ed Walsh

18.  Answer these questions about Chilean history FTP each.
1.  He began as an opponent of Carrera, but later joined him to fight the viceroy of Peru, and he became supreme dictator in 1817.
	Answer: Bernardo O'Higgins
2.  By successive treaties in 1883 and 1884, Chile gained the province of Tarapaca and the Bolivian littoral.  Name either of these treaties, which followed on the Chilean victory in the War of the Pacific.
	Answer: the treaty of Ancon or the treaty of Valparaiso
3.  This name figures prominently in Chilean history, as Manuel served two terms as President from 1851 to 1861, Jorge served as President from 1891 to 1896, and Pedro held the office from 1906 to 1911.
	Answer: Montt

19.  Answer these questions about a novelist FTP each.
1.  His lesser known works include Satan in Goray, The Spinoza of Market Street, Short Friday, and A Crown of Feathers.
	Answer: Isaac Bashevis Singer
2.  This Isaac Bashevis Singer novel is set in Poland near the end of the nineteenth century.  Its protagonist, Yasha Mazur, loves five women, and is regarded as a saint after he is unsucessful in a robbery attempt and returns to his wife.
	Answer: The Magician of Lublin
3.  Possibly Singer's most famous short story, it is the title tale from a collection which was published in 1957.  The title character is a gullible individual who remains happy, even though he is treated badly throughout his life.
	Answer: Gimpel the Fool

20.  Identify these terms from plate tectonics FTP each.
1.  This kind of plate margin occurs when two plates move away >from one another.
	Answer: constructive or divergent
2.  This is the better known name for a destructive margin, in which one plate is forced to drop beneath another, often forming an oceanic trench.
	Answer: a subduction zone
3.  This type of plate margin is found when two plate slip past one another.
	Answer: transform plate




